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Mountain View, CA: ANTRIX Corporation Limited (ANTRIX), a wholly-owned Government
of India Company, has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with satsearch.co
(satsearch) to showcase specific products and services offered by the Indian space sector.
By signing this MOU, ANTRIX aims to tap into global reach offered through the satsearch
platform, to highlight the core technologies mastered by the Indian space supply chain.
Satsearch hopes to be a catalyst in the process of search and discovery of space products
from the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), which can be procured through
ANTRIX.
Interest in the Indian space supply chain has grown rapidly, especially in recent years due to
a number of notable successes, including successfully delivering a spacecraft to Mars on the
first attempt, breaking the record by successfully delivering 104 satellites to orbit on a single

launcher, and successfully launching the first developmental flight of India's heavy lift launch
vehicle GSLV Mk-III. This partnership offers an opportunity to capitalize on growing interest,
as ANTRIX serves as the official point-of-contact for entities that seek to procure Indian
space systems, subsystems and components.
“Signing this MOU with ANTRIX signals the next step in our journey to consolidate the global
space supply chain”, said Kartik Kumar, Co-founder and CEO at satsearch.co. “The Indian
space supply chain includes state-of-the-art products, services, and technologies with
proven flight heritage that offer tremendous opportunities for commercial space. We are
excited to help showcase these capabilities and stimulate new relationships within the global
space market.”
Recently, the satsearch platform crossed 5,000 products and 700 suppliers, including over
100 Indian organizations. Users can navigate through the Indian space supply chain using
the satsearch supplier map. A number of ANTRIX products can be found on satsearch
already.
This MOU signals the intent of both organizations to showcase unique skills and
competences within India that are essential for sustained growth of the global space
industry.
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About satsearch.co
Satsearch aims to capture the entire landscape of the space industry by building a
comprehensive, independent and up-to-date search engine that indexes all the products and
services within the global industry. The satsearch platform provides users with parametric
search capabilities, enabling complex data querying and visualization, in support of
engineering, procurement, business development, and market analysis.
For more information, please visit satsearch.co.
About ANTRIX Corporation Limited
ANTRIX Corporation Limited (ANTRIX) is a wholly owned Government of India Company
under the administrative control of Department of Space (DOS). ANTRIX is the commercial
arm of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). ANTRIX promotes and commercially
markets the products and services emanating from the Indian Space Programme.
For more information, please visit www.antrix.co.in.

